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HP Desktop Mini—
Great performance
in a small package
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HP recommends Windows.

The desktop has evolved.
Packed with integrated enterpriseclass performance, security and
manageability features, the HP
Desktop Mini is HP’s smallest business
desktop yet. Power through your day
with speed and performance. Get the
latest in processing technology with
your choice of 6th Generation Intel®
Core™ processors1 with optional Intel®
Core™ vPro™2 technology.
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Fits anywhere for Zero footprint
Efficiently crafted to save space and energy, the HP Desktop Mini will fit almost any workspace
where you need mission critical reliability. Smaller than some desk phones, you can mount3 it on
the back of a monitor, to a wall, or underneath a desk for enhanced security, and convenience—
ideal for business environments (labs, retail kiosks, conference rooms) where workspace may
be limited.
HP offers a variety of optional products (each sold separately) designed to complement your
HP Desktop Mini and enhance the overall computing functionality and experience.

Enhance security and expandability
The HP Desktop Mini’s clean, easily serviceable design with integrated VESA mount facilitates
flexible deployments4 to help enhance the workspace. Experience versatility with easy options
for expansion and upgrades to best meet your business needs. The optional mounting hardware
and expansion modules are sold separately.

HP Desktop Mini Lockbox
Fortify your Desktop Mini in a range of settings with the HP Desktop Mini LockBox, HP’s most
secure enclosure for your PC, power brick, and cable connections. The HP Desktop Mini Lockbox
is specifically engineered to protect your Desktop Mini with a durable metal enclosure and
tamper resistant design that deters pulling, tugging or disconnecting cables from the outside
with integrated cable routing and clips. You are able to deploy this solution almost anywhere
by placing your PC, power brick, and cable connections inside the enclosure and using the VESA
pattern to mount to a flat surface, like a wall or a desk.5 Then after you’ve installed and mounted
your system inside the HP Desktop Mini LockBox, add a traditional padlock or an HP UltraSlim
Lock6 for an extra layer of protection.
Part Number: P1N78AA

HP Desktop Mini Rack Mount Tray Kit
The HP Desktop Mini Rack Mount Tray Kit6 offers a manageable way to store and secure multiple
Desktop Minis inside an industry standard server rack that can be locked. The tray kit provides
easy access to all ports, making installation and deployment simple.
One tray kit can support up to 8 Desktop Minis. Two tray kits can support an entire server rack
shelf of 14-15 Desktop Minis with room for cabling—allowing all Desktop Minis to be up and
running within the server rack, if desired. The HP Desktop Mini Rack Mount Tray Kit works in
tandem with an optional HP SlimCable Lock for additional physical security. Server rack and
shelves must be purchased separately.
Part Number: G1K21AA

HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve
Highlighting flexibility of mounting and safety, the HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve6
is ideal for securely mounting your HP Desktop Mini to a wall or to almost any flat surface, as
well as to a VESA-compliant display6. It is also ideal as a pairing combo option where it can be
mounted to a wall to secure an expansion module for a Desktop Mini with an attached monitor.
The HP Desktop Mini Security/Dual VESA Sleeve has additional loop lock and HP SlimCable Lock
attachments for additional physical security.
Part Number: G1K22AA
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Expansion Modules
The following optional HP Desktop Mini expansion modules5 provide the functionality of a
larger form factor PC with additional external hard disk drive (HDD) and optical disk drive (ODD)
expandability, and additional legacy I/O supporting PS/2, serial, and 2 USB 2.0 ports.
HP Desktop Mini 500GB
HDD/ I/O Module
Part Number: K9Q82AA

HP Desktop Mini DVD Super
Multi-Writer ODD Module
Part Number: K9Q83AA

HP Desktop Mini I/O Module
Part Number: K9Q84AA

Maximize your available workspace
HP Integrated Work Centre—Desktop Mini / Thin Client
Make the most of small workspaces and maximize performance and productivity in a compact
footprint with an optional HP Integrated Work Centre Stand7 for your HP Desktop Mini. Create
a customized “all-in-two” compact desktop solution by combining a display6 with your HP
Desktop Mini—giving you convenient access to all of its front inputs, connectors, and power
buttons.
Find your best viewing position with adjustable tilt, swivel, and height adjustment settings. Builtin HP Quick Release enables easy installation and removal of the monitor.
The Integrated Work Centre—Desktop Mini / Thin Client is designed to exclusively accommodate
HP Desktop Mini, select Thin Clients8, HP Chromebox, and the HP LCD monitors (each sold separately).
Part Number: IWCdm–G1V61AA

HP Wireless Business Slim Keyboard and Mouse
Part Number: N3R88AA

Reduce the tangle and clutter on your desk
HP Desktop Mini Port Cover
Keep it clean. Best manage your cables with the Desktop Mini Port Cover. The Port Cover
easily slides and clicks into rear slots on the Desktop Mini and attaches without any screws or
additional parts and then you are able to cleanly guide your rear cables through the side guided
slot to reduce clutter. Can be used when unit is positioned in vertical HP Vertical Chassis Tower
Stand. Compatible with all Desktop Mini G2 units only.
Part Number: P3R65AA

HP Wireless Business Slim Keyboard and Mouse
Part Number: N3R88AA
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Customize your monitor for the way you work best
Your monitor is the centre of your computing world, so you should be able to customize it for the
features and functionality best suited to your needs. The HP family of optional monitor products
(sold separately) is designed to complement your monitor and enhance your overall computing
experience.

HP Monitor Quick Release
The HP Monitor Quick Release Bracket6 is an easy-to-use, 100 mm VESA-compliant, LCD monitor
mounting solution that allows you to quickly and securely attach a flat panel monitor to a variety
of stands, brackets, arms or wall mounts.6 HP Quick Release can also be used for mounting
combinations of devices that are compatible with the 100 mm VESA Flat Display Mounting
Interface Standard. The fail-safe “Sure-Lock” mechanism snaps the monitor (or mounted device)
securely in place, and can be further secured with a
theft-deterrent security screw.
When securely storing PCs is a priority, the HP Quick Release Mounting Bracket helps make
mounting and removal from most flat surfaces a breeze. HP Quick Release enables uniquely
flexible product configuration alternatives in a variety of settings, such as:
• Store-fronts/kiosks: Mount flat panel monitors for easy viewing and add touch-screens for
interactivity.
• Trade shows: Securely mount LCD TVs or monitors in common areas and quickly remove them
for safekeeping at the end of the day.
• Front office environments: Minimize desk space requirements with wall or swing-arm mounting
of monitors in reception areas.
• Medical/institutional settings: Securely mount monitors in nursing stations and public areas.
• Conference rooms: Mount projectors (with 100 mm VESA-compliant pre-drilled holes) on
ceilings, and monitors on walls or tables.
Part Number: EM870AA

HP PC Mounting Bracket for Monitors
Part Number: N6N00AA

HP Single Monitor Arm
Sleek and streamlined, the HP Single Monitor Arm6 frees up valuable desk space. The flexible
arm adjusts to your size, posture and work preference. The adjustable clamp makes it easy to
secure.
Part Number: BT861AA

HP Adjustable Dual Display Stand
The HP Adjustable Dual Display Stand6 allows you to use two displays to maximize your
productivity and optimize efficiency. Either or both displays can be rotated to landscape or
portrait orientation, and the stand is depth-, height- , tilt-, and angle-adjustable so you can
view both screens at eye-level as well as slightly facing each other, letting you track multiple
applications and information sources at the same time. Integrated base rollers let you rotate the
stand so you can more easily share your work.
Part Number: AW664AA

HP Speaker Bar
The HP LCD Speaker Bar5 adds audio features to HP LCD monitors without compromising desk
space. The bar, which attaches to the bottom bezel of the monitor and is powered through
the PC’s or monitor’s USB ports, adds stereo speakers with full sound range and an external
headphone jack. The HP LCD Speaker Bar is an excellent choice for improving the quality of
multimedia presentations, streaming online video or Web-based seminars.
Part Number: NQ576AA
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1 Multicore is designed to improve performance of certain software products. Not all customers or software
applications will necessarily benefit from use of this technology. Performance and clock frequency will vary depending
on application workload and your hardware and software configurations. Intel’s numbering is not a measurement of
higher performance.
2 Some functionality of this technology, such as Intel® Active Management Technology and Intel® Virtualisation
Technology, requires additional third-party software in order to run. Availability of future “virtual appliances”
applications for Intel vPro technology is dependent on third-party software providers. Microsoft Windows required.
3 Mounting hardware sold separately.
4 Optional, add-on feature.
5 For Wifi use with the HP Desktop Mini inside the HP Desktop Mini LockBox, the Mini must be configured with optional
WLAN and external antennas when ordered.
6 Each sold separately.
7 The IWC is sold separately. The IWC is compatible with select displays up to 24 diagonal inches and select HP Desktop
Mini PCs, HP Thin Clients, and the HP Chromebox. See product QuickSpecs for exact device compatibility.
8 HP Thin Client supported is the t520.
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